Tentative programme - 10 September 2021

13:30 - 14:00
Introduction to TINA - Trade Intelligence and Negotiation Adviser
https://tina.trade/
by Alexey Kravchenko, ESCAP

14:00 – 14:30
Introduction to RIVA - Regional integration and Value Chain Analyzer
https://riva.negotiatetrade.org/#/
by Witada Anukoonwattaka, ESCAP

14:30 – 15:00
Introduction to new ESCAP online training courses
by Yann Duval, ESCAP

- Trade Policy
- Trade Facilitation

15:00 – 15:30
Introduction to Trade Facilitation tools
by Soo Hyun Kim, ESCAP

- UN Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation
  https://www.untfsurvey.org/
- Readiness Assessment for Cross-Border Paperless Trade